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Reference to universal 

characteristics and 

second level of PRK

SM2_W

01
the relationship between international relations and economic / legal / social sciences P7S_WG

SM2_W

02

the relation of international relations to the processes of globalization, regionalization 

and international social policy
P7S_WK

SM2_W

03

advanced legal science, in particular regarding the protection of human rights, 

international economic law and EU economic law, appropriate for the international 

relations

P7S_WG

SM2_W

04

advanced  foreign policy of selected countries and international relations in Central and 

Eastern Europe
P7S_WG

SM2_W

05

different types of international structures and institutions. Has in-depth knowledge of 

regional integration organizations and NATO security strategy
P7S_WG

SM2_W

06

relations between structures and economic institutions at national, international and 

intercultural level. Has deepened  knowledge of international economic law, EU 

economic law as well as finance and international investments

P7S_WK

SM2_W

07

different types of connections existing in international relations. Has deepened 

knowledge of regional integration organizations as well as globalization and 

regionalization

P7S_WG

SM2_W

08

individuals role in the field of international relations, especially in relation to 

international protection of human rights and international protection of foreigners and 

refugees

P7S_WG

KNOWLEDGE: the graduate knows and understands …

193

International relations  WP-SM-N-2, WP-SMZ -2

second degreepractical

practical

stationary

MA

Reference table of 

directional effects to 

area’s effects

Dokumentacja dotyczaca opisu efektów kształcenia dla programu kształcenia 

na kierunku Stosunki międzynarodowe prowadzonym

na Wydziale Prawa i Administracji UKSW

Obszar/-y kształcenia**

Dziedzina nauki 

i dyscyplina naukowa

Tytuł zawodowy uzyskiwany 

przez absolwenta

Liczba punktów ECTS konieczna dla 

uzyskania tytułu zawodowego

Różnice w stosunku do innych 

programów o podobnie 

zdefiniowanych celach 

i efektach kształcenia 

prowadzonych na uczelni

Nazwa kierunku studiów i kod 

programu wg USOS

Poziom kształcenia

Profil kształcenia

Forma studiów

field of the social sciences, scientific discipline - political science 

(about 65%); field of legal sciences, scientific discipline - law

(about 35%)

area of social sciences

no programs with similarly defined goals and effects
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SM2_W

09

norms and ethical rules in the field of international relations, including their sources, 

nature and method of operation
P7S_WG

SM2_W

10

processes of changes in international relations, in particular in the areas of economy, 

trade and finance. Has knowledge about the causes, course, scale and consequences of 

these changes

P7S_WK

SM2_W

11

change processes in international relations. Has in-depth knowledge of the causes, 

course, scale and consequences of these changes, in particular through the knowledge 

of the theory of international relations and forecasting and international simulations

P7S_WG

SM2_W

12

opinions on the processes of changes in international relations. In particular, he has 

deepened  knowledge of the foreign policy of selected states and the reasons, course, 

scale and consequences of these changes, including historical aspects 

P7S_WG

SM2_W

13

concepts and principles in the field of protection of industrial property and copyright 

and management of intellectual property resources, applicable for the direction of 

international relations

SM2_W

14

principles of creating and developing forms of individual entrepreneurship, using the 

knowledge of international relations
P7S_WK

SM2_U0

1

interpret and explain political / legal phenomena and their mutual relations in the field 

of international relations
P7S_UW

SM2_U0

2

use theoretical knowledge to describe and analyze political / legal processes and 

phenomena in the field of international relations and is able to formulate their own 

opinions and critically choose appropriate data and methods

P7S_UW

SM2_U0

3

analyze the causes and course of international processes and phenomena in relation to 

religious and ethical factors, formulate their own opinions on the subject, put simple 

research hypotheses and verify them

P7S_UW

SM2_U0

4

predict and model complex processes using tools and methods appropriate for 

international relations, especially in the field of estimation, simulation and 

international relations theory

P7S_UW

SM2_U0

5

use normative systems and selected standards and rules in the field of international law 

and EU law to solve specific problems
P7S_UW

Reference table of 

directional effects to 

area’s effects

SKILLS: A graduate can…
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SM2_U0

6
use knowledge about the protection of human rights in international relations P7S_UW

SM2_U0

7

use the learned knowledge in relations with other participants of international relations, 

extended by a critical analysis of the effectiveness and usefulness of the applied 

knowledge

P7S_UW

SM2_U0

8

propose solution for a specific problems in foreign policy and international relations 

and is able to  justify the choice of the optimal solution
P7S_UW

SM2_U0

9
analyze selected social phenomena and processes in the field of international relations P7S_UW

SM2_U1

0

prepare various written works in Polish or foreign language regarding to selected 

events and processes taking place in foreign policy and international relations
P7S_UK

SM2_U1

1

prepare oral presentations in Polish or foreign language concerning selected events and 

processes taking place in foreign policy and international relations
P7S_UK

SM2_U1

2

use selected methods and description tools, including techniques for data acquisition 

and modeling of international structures and processes, as well as identify regularities 

on the basis of predictions and simulations games and the theory of international 

relations

P7S_UK

SM2_U1

3
manage the team's work as part of projects related to international relations P7S_UO

Reference table of 

directional effects to 

area’s effects
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SM2_U1

4

independently and critically complement knowledge and improve skills. For this 

purpose, uses the achievements of disciplines concerned in international relations
P7S_UU

SM2_U15use foreign languages covered by the curriculum in accordance with the requirements 

set out for the B2 + level of the European Language Description System, and in 

particular: deepened communication with different channels and communications 

technology with specialists in their field and used among the non-specialist; has a 

deepened ability to write texts useful in academic work, such as: abstract, summary, 

short article, can prepare and make an oral presentation presenting its view in the field 

of study of science and giving arguments against; is able to lead and summarize the 

discussion, motivating the participants to activity and focusing on the expressed 

P7S_UK

SM2_K0

1

acquire and update knowledge about international relations through lifelong learning; 

can inspire and organize the learning process of other people

SM2_K0

2

work in a team in an international and multicultural environment, assuming various 

roles in the group
P7S_KO

SM2_K0

3

proper setting of priorities related to solving tasks in the field of analysis, explanation 

and prediction of events in the sphere of international relations regarding to the 

implementation of a defined task 

P7S_KR

SM2_K0

4

recognise problems related to phenomena occurring in international relations related to 

professional work. Is aware of the importance of acting in a professional and ethical 

way

P7S_KK

SM2_K0

5

 participate in the preparation of projects in the field of international relations and can 

anticipate the complex effects of its activities
P7S_KO

SM2_K0

6

thinking and acting in an entrepreneurial manner; is ready to operate on the domestic 

and international market
P7S_KO

SM2_K0

7

constantly improving its language skills. Can use the available sources for that 

purpose; can read and understand general and specialist texts and evaluate it critically 

regarding to its work

P7S_KK

* niepotrzebne skreślić** program 

studiów dla 

Reference table of 

directional effects to 

area’s effects

SOCIAL COMPETENCES: the graduate is ready to …


